
Help us make the law more accessible

Ensuring that everyone knows what to do for a just and sustainable world



Libryo Collaborate is an innovative micro-jobbing platform 
for talented legal and compliance people to grow their 

skills across jurisdictions.
Join Libryo’s team of top-notch
legal and compliance brains

Apply now

Skills you can develop

Libryo Collaborators are top tier, vetted law students, lawyers 
and compliance professionals who, together, are building the 
world’s first global regulatory database, where regulation is 
transformed from complicated content to useful data.

You will gain experience working with cutting-edge legal 
technology, learn new skills you’ll rely on in your career 
and help Libryo change the way people and businesses 
experience law.

• Choose your working hours and work remotely 
• Earn a flexible income for tasks completed

• Go to libryo.com/libryo-collaborate, review the minimum 
requirements and then submit your application to join the 
Libryo Collaborate team

• Improve your commercial awareness 
• Get multi-jurisdictional exposure 
• Learn the art of plain language summary writing
• Brush up your skills in legal writing, editing, legal research 

and analysis
• Gain real experience working with legal technology

https://libryo.com/libryo-collaborate/


“Libryo Collaborate provides me with the opportunity to apply 
my practical experience to highlight compliance obligations. This 
simplifies identifying applicable legal obligations and assists 
companies in assessing compliance against those responsibilities. 
Working with Libryo Collaborate is flexible, interesting, an 
opportunity to grow and adds real value on an operational level.”

“Libryo offers a truly unique and exciting line of legal work. I 
love the international aspect and the variety of laws and legal 
work they provide on the platform. I had the opportunity to work 
with legislation from Africa, Europe and the Americas. I also 
appreciate the environmental and operational aspects of Libryo.”

- Carolina Souza, Lawyer, Brazil

- Yi Kang Choo, Masters in Corporate Law, University of Cambridge

- Hanlie Hattingh, SHERQ Specialist, South Africa

“Working with Libryo Collaborate has been an amazing 
experience that I’d never thought to gain as a student. The work 
has equipped me with transferable skills that will surely be useful 
for my legal career in the future. Finally, I honed the ability to 
understand the law from multiple jurisdictions and how they 
affect the business needs of various clients throughout my work 
as a Libryo Collaborator.”

Let’s hear it from our
Libryo Collaborators:

Become a Libryo Collaborator today! Apply Now

Megan Sumner
Postgraduate LLM LPC, Nottingham Law School

https://libryo.com/libryo-collaborate/
https://libryo.com/libryo-collaborate/

